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ABSTRACT
The latency of a text editor describes how long it takes from pressing

a key to the corresponding letter appearing on the screen. It is well

known that high latency affects how quickly authors can write

and edit texts. In order to quantify the effects of latency on users’

performance and task load, we conducted a study in which 31

participants had to re-type or correct provided texts with a physical

keyboard. Each participant completed each task once with a low

latency of 20 ms and once with a high latency of 200 ms. We found

that latency had no significant effect on users’ performance during

the copy task, but correcting texts was affected significantly by high

latency. Additionally, our results suggest that fast typers are more

likely to notice latency than slow typers. Our findings regarding

the effects of text input latency on users’ performance contributes

to the existing body of research on latency in interactive systems.
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• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI ; Key-
boards; Text input.
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1 INTRODUCTION
When interacting with computers, users are constantly affected by

latency, the time delay between user input and system response.

Due to processing times and polling cycles, this end-to-end latency
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is comprised of several partial latencies: input latency caused by

input device and USB polling rate [36], latency contributed by op-

erating system and application frameworks [32], and applications

such as text editors [13]. The effect of latency is particularly no-

ticeable in real-time applications such as video games [3, 18, 24].

As the Model Human Processor [6] illustrates, humans need to

perform multiple operations to complete tasks. After every opera-

tion, users wait for the system’s response in order to adapt their

behavior and plan the next steps. High latency disrupts this cycle,

delays users’ actions, and therefore leads to poor user experience

and performance [26].

Even though early work by Shneiderman et al. [34] recommends

an end-to-end latency of 50 to 150ms for simple tasks such as

typing, significantly smaller amounts of latency can be perceived

by users in certail situations. Ng et al. [28] found that latency below

20ms can be noticed on touch screens and Jota et al. [20] found

that high latency leads to lower user performance in dragging tasks.

Accordingly, Attig et al. [2] concluded that previous guidelines

recommending a maximum latency of 100ms are outdated. To gain

an advantage and reduce end-to-end latency, the industry offers

hardware peripherals with lower latency or higher refresh rate on

monitors [22, 24].

Even though there is a vast amount of research on the influence

of latency on users in different tasks, such as target selection or

playing video games, to our knowledge, there have been no user

studies investigating the influence of latency on text input. We

consider this as a significant research gap, as typing and editing

text is an elemental building block for many more abstract tasks.

Even though text input can in theory be broken down to individual

keystrokes and therefore described by theoretical models, in prac-

tice, this is only applicable for inexperienced hunt-and-peck typists
[10]. For experienced typers using the 10 finger system, typing

becomes second nature and individual keystrokes merge to a more

complex task. Additionally, as most typers use their own, idiosyn-

cratic typing style [29], theoretical models might not be applicable

to all users.

Therefore, we conducted a user study investigating the influence

of text input latency on users’ performance when copying and

correcting texts with a physical keyboard. Our results suggest that

high latency affects users more during the correction task, where we

could find significant effects in terms of task completion time and

perceived task load. For the copy task, we could not find a significant
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effect of latency on users’ typing speed, however, frustration and

effort were significantly higher when typing with latency. Lastly,

an exploratory analysis of our data indicates that fast typers are

more likely to notice latency than slow typers.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first describe different typing studies and the

importance of visual feedback during typing. Additionally, we dis-

cuss the effect of latency in interactive systems. Finally, we analyze

different methods for measuring a system’s end-to-end latency.

2.1 Typing Studies
Studies show that typing with a keyboard is a complex process

that consumes working memory resources [1, 19, 21]. The visual

attention and sensorimotor action are not uniform and continuous

in time and space. The typing process consists of a higher-level
writing process such as planning or editing the typed content and a

lower-level writing process such as spelling words and pressing keys

on a keyboard [19].

Those sub-processes are also classified as the outer and inner

loop of typing. The outer loop is responsible for transforming text

and thoughts to words and checking the accuracy of the keystrokes

entered by the inner loop. Meanwhile, the inner loop controls

the hands and is responsible for converting intended words into

keystrokes [25]. It ensures that the typed text is correct and makes

any necessary corrections as needed. During typing, the outer loop

monitors the keyboard input on the screen and requires the inner

loop to ensure that the text is correctly entered [25].

Dahm and Rieger [10] identified two different categories of typ-

ists: ten-finger typists use all their fingers and type without looking

at the keyboard because they have a fixed assignment of finger to

key. Hunt-and-peck typists often do not have a fixed assignment

of the finger and do not type with all their fingers [10]. Therefore,

their typing behavior is mainly dictated by the outer loop. In con-

trast, Hunt-and-peck typists are unable to type without looking at

the keyboard and their visual attention to the keyboard distracts

them from the screen. Accordingly, they pay less attention to the

screen than ten-finger typists do [10]. Their typing behavior is

therefore relying more on the inner loop. However, most people

fall somewhere between the two extremes of ten-finger typing and

hunt-and-peck typing [19].

Visual feedback is important for typing text, as typists use it

to determine if written content is correct [13]. Skilled typists re-

quire a smaller amount of working memory resources to handle

the lower-level writing process, as they presumably execute this

process automatically [1, 19]. They will focus their visual attention

primarily on the screen, whereas unskilled typists look at the key-

board more often because they require more resources to perform

the lower-level writing process [27]. Compared to free typing, copy

typing generally requires more attention to the text [29].

As latency disrupts the feedback loop of user input and system

response [6, 26, 36], it can slow down typing by affecting the inner

loop [13].

2.2 The Impact of Latency on Interactive
Systems

In their seminal work, MacKenzie and Ware [26] have shown that

latency directly affects users’ performance in pointing tasks, reduc-

ing task completion time and throughput. The effect of latency is

even more apparent with direct input devices such as touch screens.

Numerous studies focusing on touchscreen technology have high-

lighted the significant impact of latency on both user experience

and task performance. Notably, Jota et al. [20] established a clear

connection between latency and user performance. Their research

demonstrated a consistent decline in user performance as latency

increased. Specifically, they observed that participants were able to

perceive feedback latency within the range of 20 to 100 milliseconds,

with a noticeable drop in user performance occurring when latency

exceeded 25ms in dragging tasks. Ng et al. [28] further investigated

dragging tasks and discovered that participants could detect drag-

ging delays of less than 20ms, with the perception threshold being

as low as 2ms in certain situations. This finding further under-

scores the sensitivity of users to latency, particularly in scenarios

involving dragging interactions. Deber et al. [12] contributed to

existing research on touch screen latency by taking into considera-

tion both dragging and tapping, utilizing both direct and indirect

input methods. Their investigation revealed that users were less

likely to perceive tapping latency as acutely as dragging latency

when using direct input. By synthesizing these studies, it becomes

evident that latency is a crucial factor influencing user interactions

with touchscreen devices, with the specific effects varying based

on the type of task, input method, and latency magnitude.

There are also several studies on the impact of latency in real-

time games: Beigbeder et al. [3] investigated the effects of packet

loss and latency on user performance for the popular First-Person

Shooter (FPS) game Unreal Tournament 2003. Their findings indicate
a slight decrease in player performance as latency increased. Players

consciously switch to weapons requiring less precise aiming when

experiencing high latency. As for player experience, players do

not notice the delay when the connection latency is as little as

75ms. They also do not consider that the game is less entertaining

when the latency exceeds 100ms. A study by Ivkovic et al. [18]

investigated the effect of local latency on player performance when

aiming at targets. They also found the player performance for both,

aiming and tracking, degrades significantly when the local latency

increases. Moreover, local latency as little as 41ms causes significant

degradation of targeting performance. Players need more time to

acquire more challenging targets when the local latency is over

41ms and demand more time to achieve less challenging targets

when the local latency is over 11ms. Additionally, Ivkovic et al.

[18] investigated the end-to-end latencies of typical gaming setups.

Local latency of those systems ranged from 23 to 243ms.

Lastly, Tolia et al. [35] studied the effect of bandwidth and simu-

lated network latency on the time between user actions in remotely

controlled applications. They found that for highly interactive appli-

cations, such as image manipulation software or tracking changes

in a word processor, high latency can have a strong effect on users’

behavior. However, Tolia et al. did not conduct a controlled user

study but based their experiments on pre-recorded interaction logs.
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2.3 Latency Measurement
In order to reduce the latency of interactive systems, it is impor-

tant to identify bottlenecks by measuring the partial latencies con-

tributed by individual components of a system in addition to the

systems’s end-to-end latency [36]. Depending on input and output

modalities, different methods for measuring latency are required.

A straight-forward method for measuring a system’s end-to-end

latency is using a high speed camera to record an interaction pro-

cess and then determine start and end timestamps by analyzing the

resulting slow motion video [14]. Ng et al. [28] conducted informal

tests with high-speed cameras on various iOS, Android, and Win-

dows devices. They found that the typical latency in commercial

devices is between 50 and 200ms. They also used a high-speed

camera in their study to measure the touchscreen dragging latency.

They placed a ruler on top of the device and moved the finger

across the screen along the edge of the ruler. The movement of the

finger and the graphical feedback was captured by the high-speed

camera. The frames were used to directly observe the dragging

latency, which is correlated to the distance between the finger and

the on-screen feedback. Yet, it is worth noticing, that the accuracy is

only 4ms, even with a high-speed video camera running at 250 fps

[4]. Therefore, automated latency measuring methods based on

fast electrical components can provide more accurate results [31].

A similar measuring method was introduced by NVIDIA. Their

NVIDIA Reflex Analyzer detects mouse clicks measuring the time

between a mouse click and the resulting change on the screen [33].

2.4 Summary
In summary, previous research on users’ typing behavior has shown

that the process and involves different sensorimotor processes, as

well as working memory resources. Visual feedback is an essen-

tial component of typing, allowing users to continuously check

the result of their input. However, latency can disrupt this visual

feedback cycle, leading to interference with user input [13, 36].

While many experiments have investigated the effects of latency

on touchscreens and gaming performance, there is no published

research on the effects of text input latency on performance and

task load when typing on a physical keyboard.

3 METHOD
In our study, we investigate the effects of text input latency on

performance and task load. To ensure valid results, we measured

the end-to-end latency of our apparatus. We define this end-to-

end latency as the time that elapses between pressing a key on

the keyboard and a character being displayed on the monitor. We

also took our computer hardware [36] and text editor [13] into

consideration, as they also influence the end-to-end latency.

Our study consists of two tasks: copying texts and correcting

texts with error characters. Participants used a physical keyboard

with the QUERTZ layout to absolve those tasks. We standardized

texts for our study by selecting similar paragraphs fromWikipedia
1
.

We used the readability index (LIX) [5] to ensure we had selected

texts with similar length and difficulty.

1
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lesenswerte_Artikel

3.1 Apparatus
For our study, we used an HP Pavilion Gaming 7902 desktop PC run-

ning Debian Buster 5.10 with proprietary Nvidia graphics drivers
(version 470.103.01). In terms of periphery, we used an ASUS ROG
Strix XG248Q at 1920 × 1080 pixels with 240Hz and 1ms response

time (Gray-to-Gray), a Logitech G15 gaming mouse
3
, and a Logitech

G213 gaming keyboard
4
. We set the USB polling rate on the oper-

ating system to 1000Hz to avoid a bimodal distribution of input

device latency [36]. We picked the Logitech G213 gaming keyboard

because it has a low average latency and standard deviation (Fig. 2)

compared to keyboards measured by Wimmer et al. [36]. By using

Mech-Dome keys, the G213 keyboard provides a tactile response

similar to that of a mechanical keyboard
5
.

1
2
3
4
5
6

a

GPIO

Arduino
Optocoupler

Photo Sensor

Figure 1: Setup for latency measurements to validate the ap-
paratus. An Arduino microcontroller triggers key presses on
a keyboard via an optocoupler connected to the keyboard’s
ASIC. Once a key press is triggered, a character appears in
the text editor displayed on the monitor. Using a photo diode
attached to the monitor, a microcontroller senses a bright-
ness change once a character appears. This way, the micro-
controller can measure the time between a key press and a
character appearing on the monitor.

In a preliminary study, we compared different text editors as

they affect the end-to-end latency according to Fatin [13]. We found

that gedit6 shows the best performance with our setup.

As illustrated in Figure 1, we measured the end-to-end latency

of our system following the procedure explained by Schmid and

Wimmer [31]: We opened the gedit editor on our system and set

the font size to the maximum so that the photo sensor could easily

detect a character. We then taped the photo sensor to the monitor,

where characters generated from the microcontroller are displayed.

We connected the microcontroller to the keyboard controller so

that it could trigger key events. After also connecting the microcon-

troller to the computer, we started the measurement by physically

turning on the microcontroller. Results in Figure 2 show an average

end-to-end latency of 19.97ms (SD=2.59ms) for 75 measurements.

Therefore, we set the base latency for our study to 20ms.

2
Intel i7-8700 (3.2 GHz), Nvidia GTX 1080, 16 GB DDR4 RAM

3
input device latency: 2.17ms (SD: 0.3ms) as reported by Wimmer et al. [36]

4
input device latency: 2.55ms (SD: 0.34ms)

5
https://www.logitechg.com/en-gb/products/gaming-keyboards/g213-rgb-gaming-

keyboard.html

6
https://help.gnome.org/users/gedit/stable/

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Lesenswerte_Artikel
https://www.logitechg.com/en-gb/products/gaming-keyboards/g213-rgb-gaming-keyboard.html
https://www.logitechg.com/en-gb/products/gaming-keyboards/g213-rgb-gaming-keyboard.html
https://help.gnome.org/users/gedit/stable/
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Figure 2: End-to-end latency of our apparatus. Latency was
measured from an electrically triggered key press until a
character appears on the screen.

3.2 Text Paragraphs
For the template texts used in our study, we selected paragraphs

from articles in the German Wikipedia. We collected twenty texts

with similar difficulty based on the LIX score (min=50, max=59).

Word count of our texts ranged from 70 to 90 words. For the correc-

tion task, 15 error characters were introduced to each text (Figure

3), which were later highlighted in green in the gedit editor using

the yals plugin. This way, we made sure that task time was not

confounded by participants searching for errors in the text.

Figure 3: A template text displayed in gedit. For the correc-
tion task, each template text contains 15 error characters,
represented as
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Fig. 2. End-to-end latency of our apparatus. Latency was measured from an electrically triggered key press until a character appears
on the screen.

70 to 90 words. For the correction task, 15 error characters were introduced to each text (Figure 3), which were later

highlighted in green in the gedit editor using the yals plugin. This way, we made sure that task time was not confounded

by participants searching for errors in the text.

Fig. 3. A template text displayed in gedit. For the correction task, each template text contains 15 error characters, represented as字,
which need to be deleted rather than replaced. To make them easier to spot, the error characters are highlighted in green.

3.3 Study Design

We designed a within-groups lab study to evaluate the effect on user experience when typing with added end-to-end

latency. Participants were given two tasks: copying texts (copying task) and correcting error characters from template

texts (correcting task). For the copy task, participants were presented a template text which they had to type into the

text editor. For the correction task, the text editor contained a template text with introduced error characters, which they

had to remove from the text. Participants were not allowed to use the mouse or the replace all function but could use

Arrow Keys, Ctrl + Arrow Keys, End and Pos1. Both tasks were repeated five times for both latency conditions. We

6

, which need to be deleted rather than re-
placed. To make them easier to spot, the error characters are
highlighted in green.

3.3 Study Design
We designed a within-groups lab study to evaluate the effect on user

experiencewhen typingwith added end-to-end latency. Participants

were given two tasks: copying texts (copying task) and correcting

error characters from template texts (correcting task). For the copy

task, participants were presented a template text which they had

to type into the text editor. For the correction task, the text editor

contained a template text with introduced error characters, which

they had to remove from the text. Participants were not allowed to

use the mouse or the replace all function but could useArrow Keys,

Ctrl + Arrow Keys, End and Pos1. Both tasks were repeated five

times for both latency conditions. We randomly assigned one of

our twenty template texts to each repetition to counteract potential

effects of text complexity on the overall results. Accordingly, each

participant worked with each template text exactly once.

For our two latency conditions, we chose 20ms (which is the

end-to-end latency of the unmodified system) as the condition

with low latency, and 200ms as the condition with high latency.

Even though 200ms is higher than the end-to-end latency of most

modern computers, we selected this value to ensure that an effect

is found in case it exists. Furthermore, when using web-based text

editors in combination with a bad internet connection, high text

input latency can occur in practice. Text editor latencies (excluding

the latency of the remainder of the system) of over 100ms have

also been reported by Fatin [13] for worst-case scenarios. For the

condition with high latency, latency was added to each input event

with a program similar to Liu and Claypool’s EvLag [23].

After each task, participants were asked to answer the short

version of the NASA TLX questionnaire [17]. Additionally, we

saved all texts typed and corrected by participants and logged key

presses and timestamps during the study.

After welcoming our participants to the laboratory, we explained

the purpose and the procedure of the study, as well as which data

we collected. After participants had given informed consent, we

started the study with the first task. The order of tasks and la-

tency conditions was counterbalanced using a latin square. Be-

tween tasks, participants were allowed to take a break and were

offered sweets. After completing both tasks in both latency condi-

tions, we asked participants for demographic data and conducted a

semi-structured post-study interview. In this interview, we asked

participants whether they noticed the added latency while typing

and whether they changed their behavior if they did notice latency.

The whole study procedure took 40 to 60minutes per participant.

3.4 Participants
We recruited 31 participants (20 identified as male, 11 identified as

female) with convenience sampling, using the online forum of our

university. They were aged 19 – 33 (mean: 25.7) and a majority of

them were computer science students.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we present the results of our experiment. Every

inferential analysis was preceded by a Shapiro Wilk test to test for

normal distribution of residuals. If data was normally distributed,

we used a dependent samples two-tailed t-test. If normal distribu-

tion was violated, we used the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed

rank test. We use Cohen’s 𝑑 [9] as a measure for effect size.

4.1 Copy Task
Wefirst compare typing speed during the copy task between the two

latency conditions. Typing speed is operationalized as the average

time needed to type one correct character and can therefore be

calculated by dividing the the task completion time by the number

of characters in the copied text. Of the three repetitions of the copy

task in each latency condition, we discarded the first repetition as a

warm-up round for participants to get used to the current latency.

We aggregated the remaining two repetitions by calculating the

mean typing speed for each participant.

Mean time per character in the low latency conditionwas 290.9ms

(SD: 80.4ms). Mean time per character in the high latency condi-

tion was 302.7ms (SD: 83.0ms). A dependent samples t-test could

not find a significant difference between typing speed for the two

latency conditions (𝑝 = 0.086, 𝑑 = 0.324, Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Typing speed under different latency conditions for
the copying task.

To calculate the fraction of incorrect key presses during the

copying task, we first compared the template text to the texts typed

by participants. We then quantified the remaining errors in the

text using the Damerau–Levenshtein distance [11]. As correcting

each error would require a minimum of two key presses (one to

delete the wrong character, one to type the correct character), we

multiplied the result by two. This number was added to the total

number of key presses made by the participant when copying the

text. By dividing the number of characters in the template text by

this number and subtracting the result from one, we derived the

fraction of incorrect key presses.

Analogous to our evaluation of time per character, we discarded

the warm-up round for each latency condition and aggregated data

for the remaining rounds. We could not find a significant difference

in the fraction of incorrect key presses when copying texts with

low (mean: 0.11, SD: 0.04) or high latency (mean: 0.11, SD: 0.04)

using a dependent sample t-test (𝑝 = 0.388, 𝑑 = 0.160, Fig. 5).

0.00 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25
Fraction of Incorrect Key Presses

low

high

La
te

nc
y

Figure 5: Error rate under different latency conditions for
the copying task.

We measured participants’ perceived task load during the copy

task after each latency condition using the NASA TLX. Table 1

lists means and standard deviations, as well as test results for

each subscale. A repeated measures t-test shows that participants

perceived higher Effort when copying texts with high latency

(𝑝 = 0.022, 𝑑 = 0.442). A Wilcoxon signed rank test shows that

participants perceived higher Frustration when copying texts

with high latency (𝑝 = 0.004, 𝑑 = 0.484). Both effect sizes were

medium. We could not find significant effects for the remaining

subscales or the total TLX score.

Table 1: NASA-TLX scores under different latency conditions
for the copying task. Values in latency columns are mean
(SD). The last column shows Cohen’s d as a measure of effect
size. For subscales marked with a dagger (†), we employed a
Wilcoxon signed rank test. In all other cases, we employed a
dependent-sample two-tailed t-test.

TLX subscale Low Latency High Latency 𝑝 𝑑

Mental 33.81 (20.46) 38.26 (22.28) 0.096 0.313

Physical† 22.23 (19.55) 20.77 (21.43) 0.387 0.096

Temporal† 30.26 (20.66) 32.13 (22.69) 0.724 0.09

Performance 66.29 (22.16) 64.55 (20.26) 0.473 0.133

Effort 31.45 (19.65) 38.84 (19.18) 0.022 0.442

Frustration† 20.94 (20.45) 31.32 (23.58) 0.004 0.484

Total† 34.16 (11.36) 37.65 (12.99) 0.081 0.341

4.2 Correction Task
For the correction task, we analyzed participants’ task completion

time, as well as results from the NASA TLX. Again, we discarded the

first repetition for each latency condition so participants could get

used to the new latency without affecting our data. We aggregated

task completion time – the time it took to remove all 15 error

characters – of the remaining four repetitions for each participant.

Using a dependent sample t-test, we could find a highly signifi-

cant difference with a very large effect size (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑑 = 1.673) in

task completion time between the two latency conditions. Partici-

pants were significantly faster in correcting texts with low latency

(mean: 38.9 s, SD: 8.3 s) than with high latency (mean: 46.5 s, SD:

9.0 s). Results are depicted in Fig. 6.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Task Completion Time (in Seconds)

low

high

La
te
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Figure 6: Task completion time under different latency con-
ditions for the correction task.

Again, participants were asked to answer the NASA TLX ques-

tionnaire after both latency conditions. We could find significant

differences between latency conditions for each subscale, as well

as the total TLX score (all 𝑝 < 0.05). Effect size was Small for Phys-
ical Demand, Medium for Temporal Demand and Effort, Large
for Performance, Frustration and Total, and Very Large for
Mental Demand. Detailed results and descriptive statistics can be

seen in Table 2.
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Table 2: NASA-TLX scores under different latency conditions
for the correction task. Values in latency columns are mean
(SD). The last column shows Cohen’s d as a measure of effect
size. For subscales marked with a dagger (†), we employed a
Wilcoxon signed rank test. In all other cases, we employed a
dependent-sample two-tailed t-test.

TLX subscale Low Latency High Latency 𝑝 𝑑

Mental† 21.26 (24.43) 36.45 (25.61) < 0.001 0.925

Physical† 14.71 (20.49) 19.39 (19.13) 0.048 0.345

Temporal 24.97 (23.19) 30.90 (23.26) 0.014 0.476

Performance 83.71 (16.06) 75.29 (17.50) 0.001 0.669

Effort† 25.26 (24.33) 31.42 (22.63) 0.042 0.408

Frustration† 13.55 (17.08) 26.61 (23.98) 0.001 0.739

Total 30.58 (15.18) 36.68 (14.54) < 0.001 0.755

4.3 Control Variables
To control for learning effects and exhaustion, participants absolved

control rounds before and after the copy task and the correction

task. No additional latency was introduced to those control rounds.

Furthermore, we used the NASA TLX to measure participants’ per-

ceived task load for each control round. By comparing pre-task and

post-task control rounds, we can observe to which degree partici-

pants’ performance changed over the course of the experiment.

For the copy task, we found a significant difference (𝑝 = 0.03, 𝑑 =

0.423) in time per character between pre-task control round (mean:

312.9ms, SD: 102.0ms) and post-task control round (mean: 292.0ms,

SD: 83.0ms). However, we could not find a significant difference

regarding the fraction of incorrect key presses (𝑝 = 0.474, 𝑑 = 0.132).

As revealed by a Wilcoxon signed rank test, participants perceived

significantly higher Frustration in the post-task control round of

the copy task (𝑝 = 0.015, 𝑑 = 0.511). We could not find significant

effects for the other TLX subscales or the total TLX score.

For the correction task, a repeated measures t-test (𝑝 < 0.001, 𝑑 =

0.975) has shown that participants were significantly faster in the

post-task control round (mean: 37.7 s, SD: 9.2 s) than in the pre-task

control round (mean: 51.3 s, SD: 16.2 s). However, we could not find

a significant effect on total task load (𝑝 = 0.471, 𝑑 = 0.133) or any

of the TLX subscales (all 𝑝 > 0.4, all 𝑑 < 0.19).

4.4 Post-Experiment Interview
Once both tasks were completed, we conducted a short interview

with the participants as described in subsection 3.3. Overall, par-

ticipants stated that latency affected them more in the correction

task than in the copy task. According to our participants, they

tended to focus on the template texts and the keyboard during the

copying task, whereas they looked at the editor window during

the correction task. According to some participants, the change in

latency between conditions was more noticeable than the latency

itself. They had the feeling that they would type slower and more

tentative, and paid more attention while being affected by latency.

However, they also pointed out that they were able to adapt to

changes in latency relatively quickly. When typing with higher la-

tency, they also experienced that holding or quickly tapping arrow

keys could lead to overshooting.

4.5 Exploratory Analysis: Latency Noticed
Versus Not Noticed

During the short post-experiment interview, we asked participants

whether they noticed a higher than normal latency at any point

during the experiment. We split the full sample into two groups

corresponding to the answers given. Twenty people responded

that they did notice a higher latency, and eleven people responded

that they did not. Because of the uneven distribution of those two

groups, we only performed an exploratory analysis of this data. We

therefore only report descriptive statistics. Even though we can not

draw reliable conclusions from this exploratory analysis due to the

small and imbalanced sample, our data indicates a clear difference

between the two groups. Therefore, this analysis can be a solid

starting point for future research.

During the copy task, participants who did notice latency were

clearly faster than those who did not (Fig. 7). In the low latency

condition, mean time per character for participants who did not

notice latency was 347.9ms (SD: 80.1ms) opposed to 259.6ms (SD:

65.3ms) for participants who did notice latency. Similarly, in the

high latency condition, mean time per character for participants

who did not notice latency was 349.4ms (SD: 96.9ms) and thus

clearly higher than the 277.0ms (SD: 65.9ms) for participants who

did notice latency.
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Figure 7: Copying task: comparison of typing speed between
users who noticed latency and users who did not.

Similarly, participants who did notice latency were clearly faster

in the correction task (Fig. 8). In the low latency condition, partici-

pants who did not notice latency achieved a mean task completion

time of 44.8 s (SD: 8.8 s), while participants who did notice latency

were faster with a mean task completion time of 35.7 s (SD: 6.4 s). In

the high latency condition, mean task completion time was 53.3 s

(SD: 8.2 s) for participants who did not notice latency and 42.7 s

(SD: 7.4 s) for participants who did notice latency.

5 DISCUSSION
We investigated the influence of text input latency on text input in

a within-groups user study. We used two tasks: copying text from a

template, and correcting a given text by deleting characters. In this

section we summarize our findings and describe how latency influ-

enced users’ performance and perceived task load during those two
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Figure 8: Correction task: comparison of task completion
time between users who noticed latency and users who did
not.

tasks. Afterwards, we discuss our study’s limitations and conclude

with implications of our findings for practical applications, as well

as future research.

We found that during the copy task, time per character was

slightly higher when typing with high latency, but this effect was

not statistically significant. The error rate, operationalized by the

fraction of incorrect key presses, was not influenced by latency.

We could find significant effects with medium effect sizes for the

NASA TLX subscales effort and frustration. In contrast, during the

correction task, participants were significantly slower when latency

was added to the system. Furthermore, we could find medium to

large effects of latency on perceived task load, with significant

differences on every NASA TLX subscale.

5.1 Interpretation of Results
Even though the results from both tasks seem to contradict each

other, our findings can be explained by users’ behavior during the

study, as well as the intrinsic nature of the tasks. Firstly, many

participants focused on the template text or the keyboard during

the copy task. This behavior goes in line with Rieger and Bart [29],

how found that experienced typists using all ten fingers tend to

focus on template texts when copying text. As latency was only

apparent when looking at the editor window, users did not perceive

latency while looking at the template text in our study.

Furthermore, latency influences users by disrupting the feedback

loop of a user’s action, the system’s processing of the input and

response to the user, as well as the user’s perception of the system’s

response [6]. When copying a text, users are only interested in the

system’s output when they either want to check if they made a

mistake, or they finished typing and intend to finalize the task. Thus,

even though copying text is comprised of individual keystrokes,

users perceive the task as subdivided into more abstract concepts,

such as words, sentences, or paragraphs.

On the other hand, the correction task required users to navigate

to distinct positions within the text and then perform a specific

action by deleting a character. This task is subdivided into more

distinct, fine grained steps: navigating vertically, navigating hori-

zontally, and deleting the character. During navigation, users have

to constantly wait for the system’s response, as the current cursor

position determines which action to take next. If the current cursor

position is not taken into consideration, users could under or over-

shoot the target, leading to additional correction steps. As every

query of the system’s state is affected by latency, its effect on the

correction task was larger than with the copy task.

This difference between the copy task and the correction task

is related to the concept of deadline introduced by Claypool et al.

[7, 8]. In video games, an action’s deadline is the latest point in

time at which an action could be performed. For example in a first-

person shooter, a player can only perform game actions until they

get fragged by an opponent. For the correction task, this concept

can be applied in reverse: there is an earliest point in time for when

a user can decide about their next action. Only when a user has

perceived the current position of the cursor, they can decide in

which direction to move or whether they want to perform a delete

operation. This theory is also supported by the findings of Tolia

et al. [35]. In their analysis of replayed event logs under different

simulated network latencies, they found that highly interactive

systems are affected strongly by latency as the next action can only

be performed when the previous action has been completed. In

particular, they found that tracking changes in a word processor

(which is similar to our correction task) is influenced more severely

by high latency than pure typing.

Furthermore, our exploratory analysis suggests that users who

did not notice latency during the study, were on average slower in

both tasks than users who did notice latency. Even though our sam-

ple was too small for a statistical analysis, this potential effect can

be again explained with the feedback loop of interaction. Latency

only affects users if it causes temporal bottlenecks and therefore dis-

rupts the feedback loop. If a user would be ready to plan their next

action, but they have to wait for the system’s response, interaction

gets delayed. However, if the time between user inputs is higher

than the system’s latency, latency does not disrupt the feedback

loop as users have all required information when they perform

their next action. Accordingly, the perception threshold for latency

is inversely proportional to interaction frequency. Applied to the

concrete example of a typing task, this means that users who type

faster are affected by lower amounts of latency than users who type

slowly. However, even though our data clearly indicates that users

who noticed latency were faster during our tasks than users who

did not, we can not draw conclusions on the reason for this effect.

On the one hand, typing faster might make latency more obvious,

causing faster typers to recognice lower amounts of latency. On

the other hand, noticing latency might cause users to adapt to the

system, compensate latency by adjusting their inputs, and thus be

faster in absolving typing tasks. Follow-up studies are required to

analyze and explain this effect.

5.2 Limitations and Future Work
Even though we could show that text input latency can affect users

in different typing tasks, our study still has some limitations that

have to be addressed in future research. First and foremost, to

maximize internal validity, we selected tasks that could be easily

operationalized in terms of success and required time. However,

those tasks are only related to free writing to some degree. While

atomic interactions, such as keystrokes and navigation, are the same,

free writing involves a complex combination of mentally drafting
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a text, typing the text, reading already written text, as well as

correctingmistakes. Therefore, we do not know towhich degree our

findings regarding the effect of text input latency can be applied to

free writing. A middle way between our strictly controlled copying

and correction tasks and the complex task of free writing could be

to ask users to write a dictated text or write a protocol of a spoken

conversation. This approach would address the problem of users

focusing on a template text, which occurred during our copy task.

Additionally, we only compared two latency conditions with a

large amount of added latency in the high latency condition. As our

study is the first to investigate the effect of latency on text input, we

deliberately focused on finding out whether there is an effect or not.

However, future studies should include more latency conditions to

analyze the relationship between the amount of added latency and

users’ performance, as well as the just noticeable difference for text

input latency in different scenarios.

Furthermore, we observed that participants became better in

both tasks over the course of the study. We compensated this learn-

ing effect to some degree by discarding the first repetition of each

task from our analysis. However, to fully control for this potential

confounding effect, future studies should consider either a between-

groups design with very short tasks, or start their study with a long

warm-up phase.

During the post-study interview, participants reported that la-

tency was most noticeable when switching between conditions.

This goes in line with Halbhuber et al.’s findings [16] that switching

between blocks of low and high latency can affect users more than

operating at a constant high latency. On the other hand, Schmid et

al. [30] found that small latency variations do not affect users when

playing a first person shooter. Therefore, the effect of changes in

latency seem to depend on the amount and frequency of changes, as

well as the particular task. Future studies should further investigate

how varying latency affects users when working with texts, or at

least control for potential effects with an appropriate study design,

for example by using a between-subjects design or by including

long pauses between latency conditions.

Finally, typing skill is very heterogeneous across the popula-

tion [29]. Even though there are experienced typers who use the

ten finger system, and unexperienced typers who have to have to

search for the next key, the majority of typers falls into a middle

ground. This group uses idiosyncratic typing styles and is therefore

hard to compare among itself. As findings for individual groups

with different typing styles might be interesting, future studies

on text input latency should recruit participants with respect to

their typing skill. Another option would be to take typing skill into

consideration during the evaluation, for example by measuring

participants’ strokes per minute before the study.

6 CONCLUSION
In our study, we investigated how input latency affects performance

and task load in text input tasks. Using two latency conditions –

20 and 200 milliseconds – we let users copy and correct short

text snippets with a physical keyboard. While we could not find

significant effects of latency on users’ performance during the copy

task, they perceived significantly higher effort and frustration when

typing with high latency. During the correction task, participants

were significantly slower and perceived higher task load when

latency was applied to the system. We can explain this discrepancy

with users’ behavior: during the copy task, they focused on the

template text or their keyboard and did therefore not perceive the

system’s latency.

Our work contributes to the existing body of research concern-

ing the effects of latency on users. Even though there have been

numerous studies investigating the effect of latency on users in

atomic tasks [12, 20, 26] or video games [8, 15, 16, 18, 24], to our

knowledge, our study is the first to investigate the effects of text

input latency on users. As we could show that latency can affect

performance and user experience during typing in a controlled lab

study, future research should investigate to which degree this effect

influences typing in more realistic settings. Furthermore, an inves-

tigation regarding the perception threshold of text input latency

could help extending design guidelines for text input systems.
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